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1   Functions for performing regression analysis

1.1   Least squares fit

leastSquaresfromIn_, toIn_ := Module

fromMean, from, scale, rescale, toMean, to,t, function, n,

(* Get the mean row of the "from" training dataset, and

subtract it from the training and test data *)

fromMean = MeanfromIn; (* A row *)

from = Map#-fromMean&, fromIn;

(* Get the mean value of the "to" training dataset,

and subtract it from the training and test data *)

toMean = Mean[toIn];

(* toMean is either a row or a numerical value, depending on whether

toIn is a matrix or column vector *)

to = Map[#-toMean&, toIn];

(* from.t = to *)

t = PseudoInversefrom.to;

function = With

a = fromMean, b = toMean, c = t,

(#-a).c + b&

;

Returnfunction;

;

Arguments of leastSquares[] function

fromIn is a matrix with dimensions 

(sample x input observable)

toIn is a matrix with dimensions 

(sample x output observable) 

or a column vector of dimension (sample)

leastSquares[] returns a function that transforms input vectors to output vectors.

1.2   Radial basis function network

This function externally works the same as the leastSquares[] function above.  I.e. it has the same 

arguments and the same type of return value.
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rbfnfromIn_, toIn_, width_:1 := Module

fromMean, toMean, from, scale, rescale, exp,

expMean, to, diffs, n, transform, function,

(* Center columns around their mean *)

fromMean = MeanfromIn;

from = NMap#-fromMean&, fromIn;

(* Rescale columns to have RMS 1 *)

scale = MapStandardDeviation, TransposefromIn;

rescale = 1/scale;

from = Map#*rescale&, from;

(* Center the measurements to predict around their mean *)

toMean = Mean[toIn];

to = Map[#-toMean&, toIn];

(* Get gaussian similarity matrix *)

diffs = Table

Normfromi-fromj,

i,1,Lengthfrom,

j,1,Lengthfrom

;

n = Lengthfrom[[1]];

(* The rows in "from" have stdev 1.

Need to divide overlaps by n. *)

exp = Exp-diffs^2n width^2;

(* Solving: from.t = to *)

transform = PseudoInverse[exp].to;

function = With

a=fromMean,b=rescale,c=from,d=width,e=transform,f=toMean,

rbfnPredict#,a,b,c,d,e,f&

;

Returnfunction;

;

The next function, rbfnPredict[] , is used inside rbfn[] to make the function that rbfn[] returns.
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rbfnPredict

from_, fromMean_, rescale_, refPoints_,

width_, transform_, toMean_

 :=

Module

rescaled,diffs,n,exp,out,

rescaled = from-fromMean * rescale;

diffs = Table

Normrescaled-refPointsj,

j,1,LengthrefPoints

;

n = Lengthfrom;

exp = Exp-diffs^2n width^2;

out = exp.transform + toMean;

Return[out];

;

1.3   Function to perform leave one out cross validation

leaveOneOutfromIn_dartArray, toIn_dartArray, predictionFunction_ :=

Module



sampleDim, obsDim, dimOrder, from, to, inOut, i,

fromTrain, toTrain, fromTest, toTest, meas,

measToTrain, measToTest, f, out

,

(* Get the dimension scales.

There should be just two in each array. *)

sampleDim = otherDimensionsfromIn, "Measurement"[[1]];

obsDim = dimension[toIn, "Measurement"];

(* Transpose so that samples are associated to the

left matrix dimension, measurements to the right *)

dimOrder = sampleDim, obsDim;

from = transposefromIn, dimOrder;

to = transposetoIn, dimOrder;

(* Get the data *)

from = Ndatafrom;

to = N[data[to]];

(* Do prediction *)

inOut = {};

Fori=1, i<=Lengthfrom, i++,

fromTrain = Dropfrom, i;

toTrain = Dropto, i;
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fromTest = fromi;

toTest = toi;

f = predictionFunctionfromTrain, toTrain;

inOut = AppendinOut, toTest, ffromTest;

;

out = newArray



sampleDim,

newDimension

"original/predicted",

"",

"Observed", "Leave one out prediction"

,

obsDim

,

inOut

;

Return[out];

;

2   Pearson correlation coefficient permutation test

2.1   A correlation function that avoids dividing by zero

correlation[vec1_, vec2_] := Module{v1,v2,n1,n2},

v1 = vec1 - Mean[vec1];

v2 = vec2 - Mean[vec2];

n1 = Norm[v1];

n2 = Norm[v2];

(* Return zero correlation if one of the vectors has zero variance. *)

(* This is to avoid dividing by zero. *)

(* Would use Mathematica's Correlation[] if it weren't for this. *)

If[n1<10^-10 || n2<10^-10, Return[0]];

Return[v1.v2/(n1 n2)];

;
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2.2   Pearson correlation coefficient permutation test for two lists of 

numbers

correlationSigma

predicted_List, original_List,

nPermutations_, returnPlot_:False

 :=

Module

permutedCorrelations,pccStd,pccObs,plotRange,out,

permutedCorrelations = Table

correlationRandomSamplepredicted, original,

nPermutations

;

pccStd = StandardDeviationpermutedCorrelations;

pccObs = Correlationpredicted, original;

plotRange = Max[{pccStd,pccObs}]*1.3;

IfreturnPlot,

out = Histogram

permutedCorrelations,

PlotRange->Automatic, plotRange, {All,All}

;

out = Showout,

Epilog->

ThicknessMedium, Dashed, Red,

Line[{{pccObs, 0}, {pccObs, 5000}}]



;

,

out = If[pccStd == 0, 0, pccObs/pccStd];

;

Return[out];

;
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2.3   Pearson correlation coefficient permutation test for a DART array 

containing two lists of numbers

correlationSigmaarray_dartArray, nPermutations_, returnPlot_:False :=

Module{arr,dat,out},

arr = transposearray,

Join

"original/predicted",

otherDimensionsarray, "original/predicted"



;

dat = data[arr];

out = correlationSigma

Flatten[dat[[1]]],

Flatten[dat[[2]]],

nPermutations,

returnPlot

;

out = newArray[{}, out];

Return[out];

;

3   Import short term data

3.1   Import circular dichroism (CD) data

First we import all the CD files without any modifications.  The function scanFolder[] recurses 

through a specified folder, importing instrument files of the specified type (Jasco in this case) into 

DART arrays.  It returns a list of DART arrays, one for each file found in the folder.  It would 

recurse through folders and subfolders if they existed, but in this case the folder only contains 

files.

cd = scanFolder

importPath <> "shortTerm\\exported\\CD\\", "*.txt",

importJasco

;

The function dimInfo[] prints out the dimensions in an array, which helps make the scripts more 

readable and easier to debug.
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dimInfo[cd[[1]]]

Name Unit Length Scale

fileLocation 1 "GCSF 11-12-13 04302009A10.txt"

Wavelength nm 71 260.,259., ... ,191.,190.

Some filenames did not follow the same format as others, and were missing a space.  Inserting 

the missing space will help simplify the regular expressions used later on.

cd = operateDimension

StringReplace[#, "14-15-1604" -> "14-15-16 04"]&,

cd,

"fileLocation"

;

The “fileLocation” dimension only has 1 position, and is used as a label for each array.  We now 

parse it with a regular expression, returning the formulation, cell, and temperature information 

found in the file location.  Note that parse is automatically applied separately to each DART array 

in the variable “cd”.

cd = parsecd, "fileLocation", "GCSF (\\S+) \\d+([A-F])(\\d+)\\.txt", 3;

Rename the dimensions just extracted.  These functions also are automatically applied to each 

DART array in the list.

cd = renameDimensioncd, "parsedDim1", "Formulation";

cd = renameDimensioncd, "parsedDim2", "Cell";

cd = renameDimensioncd, "parsedDim3", "Temperature";

cd = makeNumericDims[cd, {"Temperature"}];

cd = dropSingletonscd, "fileLocation";

Replace dimensions found in the filenames with their meanings.  This operation is data entry, and 

can’t be avoided since the information being applied is only in lab notebooks and nowhere in the 

files.  First, set it up.
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fromDimNames = "Formulation", "Cell";

toDimNames = "Formulation", "Buffer/Sample";

toDimUnits = {"", ""};

fromToPositions = {

{"11-12-13", "A", 11, "B"}, {"11-12-13", "B", 11, "S"},

{"11-12-13", "C", 12, "B"}, {"11-12-13", "D", 12, "S"},

{"11-12-13", "E", 13, "B"}, {"11-12-13", "F", 13, "S"},

{"14-15-16", "A", 14, "B"}, {"14-15-16", "B", 14, "S"},

{"14-15-16", "C", 15, "B"}, {"14-15-16", "D", 15, "S"},

{"14-15-16", "E", 16, "B"}, {"14-15-16", "F", 16, "S"},

{"17-18-19", "A", 17, "B"}, {"17-18-19", "B", 17, "S"},

{"17-18-19", "C", 18, "B"}, {"17-18-19", "D", 18, "S"},

{"17-18-19", "E", 19, "B"}, {"17-18-19", "F", 19, "S"},

{"20-21-22", "A", 20, "B"}, {"20-21-22", "B", 20, "S"},

{"20-21-22", "C", 21, "B"}, {"20-21-22", "D", 21, "S"},

{"20-21-22", "E", 22, "B"}, {"20-21-22", "F", 22, "S"},

{"23-24-25", "A", 23, "B"}, {"23-24-25", "B", 23, "S"},

{"23-24-25", "C", 24, "B"}, {"23-24-25", "D", 24, "S"},

{"23-24-25", "E", 25, "B"}, {"23-24-25", "F", 25, "S"},

{"26", "A", 26, "B"}, {"26", "B", 26, "S"}

};

fromToPositions = MapTake[#,2]->Take[#, -2]&, fromToPositions

{{11-12-13, A} → {11, B}, {11-12-13, B} → {11, S},

{11-12-13, C} → {12, B}, {11-12-13, D} → {12, S}, {11-12-13, E} → {13, B},

{11-12-13, F} → {13, S}, {14-15-16, A} → {14, B}, {14-15-16, B} → {14, S},

{14-15-16, C} → {15, B}, {14-15-16, D} → {15, S}, {14-15-16, E} → {16, B},

{14-15-16, F} → {16, S}, {17-18-19, A} → {17, B}, {17-18-19, B} → {17, S},

{17-18-19, C} → {18, B}, {17-18-19, D} → {18, S}, {17-18-19, E} → {19, B},

{17-18-19, F} → {19, S}, {20-21-22, A} → {20, B}, {20-21-22, B} → {20, S},

{20-21-22, C} → {21, B}, {20-21-22, D} → {21, S}, {20-21-22, E} → {22, B},

{20-21-22, F} → {22, S}, {23-24-25, A} → {23, B}, {23-24-25, B} → {23, S},

{23-24-25, C} → {24, B}, {23-24-25, D} → {24, S}, {23-24-25, E} → {25, B},

{23-24-25, F} → {25, S}, {26, A} → {26, B}, {26, B} → {26, S}}

Now we replace the dimensions.

cd = replaceDimensions

cd, fromDimNames, toDimNames, toDimUnits, fromToPositions

;

cd = makeNumericDimscd, "Formulation";
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dimInfo[cd]

array

Name Unit Length Scale

Formulation 1 11

Buffer/Sample 1 "B"

Temperature 1 10

Wavelength nm 71 260.,259., ... ,191.,190.

Now that all the arrays are labeled properly, they can be merged into a single array.

cd = merge[cd];

Add a label for later

cd = addSingletonscd, newDimension"Technique", "", "CD";

dimInfo[cd]

Name Unit Length Scale

Technique 1 "CD"

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

Buffer/Sample 2 "B","S"

Temperature 32 1,2, ... ,31,32

Wavelength nm 71 190.,191., ... ,259.,260.

cd0 = cd;

3.2   Import ANS fluorescence data

See comments in the first subsection.

ans = scanFolder

importPath <> "shortTerm\\exported\\ANS\\",

"*.xls",

importPTI

;
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ans = parseans, "fileLocation", "(\\d+)([SB])\\.xls", 2;

ans = renameDimensionans, "parsedDim1", "Formulation", "";

ans = renameDimensionans, "parsedDim2", "Buffer/Sample", "";

ans = makeNumericDimsans, "Formulation", "Temperature";

ans = dropSingletonsans, "fileLocation";

ans = merge[ans];

ans = addSingletonsans, newDimension"Technique", "", "ANS Fl.";

dimInfo[ans]

Name Unit Length Scale

Technique 1 "ANS Fl."

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

Buffer/Sample 2 "B","S"

Temperature 32 1,2, ... ,31,32

Wavelength 201 399.95,400.95, ... ,598.95,599.95

ans0 = ans;

3.3   Import intrinsic fluorescence and light scattering data

See comments in the first subsection.

ils = scanFolder

importPath <> "shortTerm\\exported\\Intrinsic, Light Scattering\\",

"*.xls",

importPTI

;

ils = parseils, "fileLocation", "(\\d+)([SB])([IL])\\.xls", 3;

ils = renameDimensionils, "parsedDim1", "Formulation";

ils = renameDimensionils, "parsedDim2", "Buffer/Sample";

ils = makeNumericDimsils, "Formulation", "Temperature";

ils = dropSingletonsils, "fileLocation";
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intr = selectils, "parsedDim3", "I";

intr = dropSingletonsintr, "parsedDim3";

intr = mergeintr;

intr = selectintr, "Wavelength", #>=305&;

intr = addSingletons

intr,

newDimension"Technique", "", "Intr. Fl."

;

ls = selectils, "parsedDim3", "L";

ls = dropSingletonsls, "parsedDim3";

ls = merge[ls];

ls = select[ls, "Wavelength", #<=300&];

ls = addSingletons

ls,

newDimension"Technique", "", "LS"

;

dimInfo[ls]

Name Unit Length Scale

Technique 1 "LS"

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

Buffer/Sample 2 "B","S"

Temperature 32 1,2, ... ,31,32

Wavelength 11 290.,291., ... ,299.,300.

intr0 = intr;

ls0 = ls;

3.4   Import DSC data

Note: Even though DSC is short term data, it’s in the long term data folder because it was mea-

sured by our collaborators in Germany.

rowRange = {2,17};

colRange = {3,3};

rowHeaderPos = 2;

colHeaderPos = 1;
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dsc = importExcel

importPath <> "longTerm\\all.xls",

rowRange, colRange, rowHeaderPos, colHeaderPos

;

dsc = renameDimensiondsc, "row", "Formulation";

dsc = renameDimension[dsc, "column", "Measurement"];

Get the formulation numbers

dsc = operateDimension

ToExpressionStringTake[#, -3]&,

dsc,

"Formulation"

;

dsc0 = dsc;

4   Import long term data

4.1   Import formulation parameters

rowRange = {2,17};

colRange = {4,8};

rowHeaderPos = 2;

colHeaderPos = 1;

formulations = importExcel

importPath <> "longTerm\\all.xls",

rowRange, colRange, rowHeaderPos, colHeaderPos

;

formulations = renameDimensionformulations, "row", "Formulation";

formulations = renameDimensionformulations, "column", "Parameter";

Get the formulation numbers

formulations = operateDimension

ToExpressionStringTake[#, -3]&,

formulations,

"Formulation"

;
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dimInfoformulations

Name Unit Length Scale

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

Parameter 5 "Buffer","pH","Buffer concentration

(mM)","Tween 80 (%)","HP-Beta-CD (%)"

4.2   Export table of formulation parameters   

tab = elementFunctionStyle#, FontFamily->"Times"&, formulations;

tab = operate

table,

tab,

"Formulation", "Parameter"

;

p = data[tab];

exportPlot"formulations", p;

4.3   Import stability measurements

rowRange = {2,17};

colRange = {9,24};

rowHeaderPos = 2;

colHeaderPos = 1;

longTerm = importExcel

importPath <> "longTerm\\all.xls",

rowRange, colRange, rowHeaderPos, colHeaderPos

;

longTerm = renameDimensionlongTerm, "row", "Formulation";

longTerm = renameDimension[longTerm, "column", "Measurement"];

Get the formulation numbers

longTerm = operateDimension

ToExpressionStringTake[#, -3]&,

longTerm,

"Formulation"

;
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dimInfo[longTerm]

Name Unit Length Scale

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

Measurement 16 "Chemical Stability (%)","PC, 20

mo, >01um ", ... ,"MLRC, 03 mo","Turbidity, 03 mo"

longTerm0 = longTerm;

4.4   Export table of measurements

tab = elementFunction

StyleniceNumber[#], FontFamily->"Times",10&,

longTerm

;

tab = operate

table[#, False, False, True]&,

tab,

"Formulation","Measurement"

;

(* browse[tab] *)

p = data[tab];

exportPlot["longTermMeas", p];

5   Process short term data

5.1   Correct temperature dimension scale and add units to scales

Note: right after merge[], the temperature scale is guaranteed to be ordered 1-32, and buffer/sam-

ple is guaranteed to be ordered A-B.

temperatureScale = Range[10, 87.5, 2.5];

arrays = ans0, intr0, ls0, cd0;

arrays = replaceScale[arrays, "Temperature", temperatureScale];

arrays = renameDimension[arrays, "Temperature", "Temperature", "C"];

arrays = renameDimension[arrays, "Wavelength", "Wavelength", "nm"];

ans, intr, ls, cd = arrays;

shortTerm = arrays;
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5.2   Subtract the buffer

The buffer spectra have a signal that we don't understand.  It could be protein contaminate.

Plot the buffer and sample spectra side by side

p = ans, intr, ls, cd;

p = operate[arrayPlot, p, {"Wavelength","Temperature"}];

p = merge[p];

p = operatetable[#, False, True]&, p, "Technique", "Buffer/Sample";

(* browse[p] *)

Export plot of buffer/sample comparison for a single formulation

p = selectp, "Formulation", 11;

p = dropSingletonsp, "Formulation";

p = data[p];

(* Export the plot *)

exportPlot"compareBufferSample", p;

I'm going to subtract the buffer, so that the claim can't be made that the prediction is directly 

influenced by the buffer formulation.  The information to predict from needs to be coming strictly 

from the protein's state.

arrays = ans, intr, ls, cd;

arrays = subtractPositionarrays, "Buffer/Sample", "B";

arrays = dropSingletonsarrays, "Buffer/Sample";

ans, intr, ls, cd = arrays;

5.3   Make sure formulation dimensions are the same, short term vs. long 

term

This is to check that they have the same formulations.  They are certainly  sorted, because of the 

use of merge during the imports.  

x1 = scaledimensionlongTerm, "Formulation"

x2 = scaledimensionshortTerm[[1]], "Formulation"

x1==x2

{11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26}

{11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26}

True
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p = ans, intr, ls, cd;

p = operate[arrayPlot, p, {"Wavelength","Temperature"}];

p = merge[p];

(* browse[p] *)

5.4   For ANS fluorescence, remove an instrument artifact where the 

recorded spectra goes to zero at some temperatures.

trigger = 2;

ans = operate

removeJumps#, trigger&,

ans,

{"Temperature", "Wavelength"}

;

5.5   Filter the thermal denaturation spectral melts

tr = 3; (* temperature radius *)

wr = 4; (* wavelength radius *)

cdFiltered = filterMelt[cd, tr, wr];

ansFiltered = filterMelt[ans, tr, wr];

intrFiltered = filterMeltintr, tr, wr;

lsFiltered = filterMelt[ls, tr, wr];

5.6   Select regions of spectra that contain peaks and are not noisy

cdFiltered = selectcdFiltered, "Wavelength", # >= 205&;

intrFiltered = selectintrFiltered, "Wavelength", # >= 310&;

lsFiltered = selectlsFiltered, "Wavelength", # <= 300&;

5.7   Get the spectra of the native form

The spectra are very noisy, so will be averaging over low temperatures.  The protein denatures 

after about 40C.
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cdSpectrum = selectcdFiltered, "Temperature", #<=35&;

cdSpectrum = operate[mean, cdSpectrum, {"Temperature"}];

ansSpectrum = selectansFiltered, "Temperature", #<=35&;

ansSpectrum = operate[mean, ansSpectrum, {"Temperature"}];

The ANS spectrum for formulation 19 appears to be flipped at low temperatures.  We don't know 

why.  Flip it back.

ansSpectrum = merge



ansSpectrum,

-selectansSpectrum, "Formulation", 19



;

intrSpectrum = selectintrFiltered, "Temperature", #<=35&;

intrSpectrum = operatemean, intrSpectrum, {"Temperature"};

lsSpectrum = operatemean, lsFiltered, {"Temperature"};

5.8   Get the melt curves, using the mean of the spectra over wavelength.

cdMelt = selectcdFiltered, "Wavelength", #>=210 && #<=225&;

cdMelt = operate[mean, cdMelt, {"Wavelength"}];

ansMelt = operatemean, ansFiltered, {"Wavelength"};

intrMelt = operatemean, intrFiltered, {"Wavelength"};

For intrinsic fluorescence, we could also get the peak position.  It won't be used, though, since the 

results look almost the same as intrMelt.

intrPeakPositionMelt = operate[centerOfMass, intrFiltered, {"Wavelength"}];

lsMelt = operatemean, lsFiltered, {"Wavelength"};

melts = mergecdMelt, ansMelt, intrMelt, lsMelt;

6   Get transition temperatures

6.1   Function to get transition temperatures

getTransitionT

melt_dartArray, minTransitionTemp_, triggerSTDEV_, peakPosNeg_:-1
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 :=

Modulex, ts, minT, tx, sgn,stdev,i,j,tmidpoint,tonset,tendset,out,

(* Get the 3rd derivative. *)

(* This makes transitions look like a large negative peak with small

positive peaks on either side *)

x = sgFilter[melt, "Temperature", 3, 5, 3];

(* Drop the low temp data, since it's messed up by the FIR filter. *)

x = selectx, "Temperature", #>=minTransitionTemp&;

(* Interpolate to .5C increment *)

minT = scaledimension[x, "Temperature"][[1]];

x = interpolatex, minT, .5;

(* Get the raw array and scale positions *)

ts = scaledimension[x, "Temperature"];

x = data[x];

(* Make the largest peak always be positive *)

x = x * peakPosNeg;

(* Get the first peak in x that has magnitude > trigger *)

stdev = StandardDeviation[x];

Fori=1, i<= Length[x]-1, i++,

Ifxi > triggerSTDEV * stdev && xi+1 < xi, Break[];

;

tmidpoint = tsi;

(* Get the negative peak just before the positive peak *)

Forj=i, j>2, j--,

Ifxj-1 > xj, Break[];

;

tonset = tsj;

(* Get the negative peak just after the positive peak *)

Forj=i, j<Length[x]-1, j++ ×

Ifxj+1 > xj, Break[];

;

tendset = tsj;

out = newArray



newDimension

"Transition type",

"C",

"Onset", "Midpoint", "Endset"



,
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tonset, tmidpoint, tendset

;

Return[out];

;

Taking the third derivative of a melt makes peaks corresponding to the 

transition onset, midpoint and endset

x = addSingletonsintrMelt, newDimension"Number of derivatives", "", 0;

x = operateinterpolate[#, 10, .5] &, x, "Temperature";

ders = {x};

Fori=1, i<=3, i++,

xd = sgFilterx, "Temperature", 3, 5, i;

xd = replaceScalexd, "Number of derivatives", i;

ders = Append[ders, xd];

;

p = merge[ders];

6.2   Export plot of melt derivatives for a single formulation

p = operatelistPlot#, ImageSize->half&, p, "Temperature";

p = operatetable[#, True]&, p, "Number of derivatives";

p = selectp, "Formulation", #==13 || #==14&;

p = operatetable, p, "Formulation";

(* browse[p] *)

p = dropSingletonsp, "Technique";

p = data[p];

(* Set figuresPath, a variable used in plotExport.m *)

figuresPath = NotebookDirectory[] <> "figures\\";

exportPlot"meltDerivatives", p;

6.3   Get the transition temperatures

discardBelowT = 30;

trigger = .4;
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cdTT = operate

getTransitionT#, discardBelowT, trigger&,

cdMelt, "Temperature"

;

ansTT = operate

getTransitionT#, discardBelowT, trigger&,

ansMelt, "Temperature"

;

intrTT = operate

getTransitionT#, discardBelowT, trigger&,

intrMelt, "Temperature"

;

lsTT = operate

getTransitionT#, discardBelowT, .3&,

lsMelt, "Temperature"

;

Join them into 1 array

tts = mergecdTT, ansTT, intrTT, lsTT;

Round the transition temperatures to integer values

tts = dataFunction[Round, tts];

6.4   Make a table of results and export

tab = elementFunctionStyle#, FontFamily->"Times"&, tts;

tab = operatetable, tab, "Formulation", "Technique";

tab = operatetable, tab, "Transition type";

(* browse[tab] *)

p = data[tab];

exportPlot"transitionTs", p;
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7   Process long term data

7.1   Get log particle counts from the long term data

The particle counts vary over several orders of magnitude, so the log particle count is more 

appropriate for linear prediction.

log = selectlongTerm0, "Measurement", StringCount[#, "PC"] > 0 &;

others = selectlongTerm0, "Measurement", StringCount[#, "PC"] == 0 &;

log = elementFunctionIf[# > 0, Log[10, #], 0]&, log;

log = operateDimension["Log " <> #&, log, {"Measurement"}];

longTerm = merge[{others, log}];

7.2   Get mean of some of the long term measurements

We will get the mean of some of the measurement types because the separate measurements 

can't be predicted well.  I think the data is probably noisy.  It didn't come with error bars.

Get mean of log particle counts.

m = selectlongTerm, "Measurement", StringCount[#, "PC"]>0&;

m = operate[mean, m, "Measurement"];

m = addSingletons

m,

newDimension["Measurement", "", {"Log PC, mean"}]

;

longTerm = merge[{longTerm, m}];

Get mean of MLRC's

m = selectlongTerm, "Measurement", StringCount[#, "MLRC"]>0&;

m = operate[mean, m, "Measurement"];

m = addSingletonsm, newDimension["Measurement", "", {"MLRC, mean"}];

longTerm = merge[{longTerm, m}];
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Get mean of turbidities

m = selectlongTerm, "Measurement", StringCount#, "Turbidity">0&;

m = operate[mean, m, "Measurement"];

m = addSingletons

m,

newDimension"Measurement", "", "Turbidity, mean"

;

longTerm = merge[{longTerm, m}];

8   Make datasets from which to predict stability

8.1   Function to combine arrays into a single 2 dimensional array

combineSpectraarrays_, predictorName_ := Module{x},

(* In each array, combine dimensions other then "Formulation"

into a single dimension named "Measurement". *)

x = fuseOtherDimensions

arrays,

"Formulation", "Measurement"

;

(* Divide each technique's matrix by its Frobenius norm *)

x = operate

#/Norm[Flatten[#]]&,

x,

"Formulation", "Measurement"

;

(* Combine the arrays by concatenating them

along the "Measurement" dimension *)

x = concatenate[x, "Measurement"];

(* Label the data *)

x = addSingletons

x,

newDimension"Predictor", "", predictorName

;

Return[x];

;
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8.2   Set up prediction from spectra at low temperature

fromSpectra = combineSpectra

cdSpectrum, intrSpectrum, ansSpectrum,

"Low T spectra"

;

dimInfofromSpectra

Name Unit Length Scale

Predictor 1 "Low T spectra"

Measurement 347 1,2, ... ,346,347

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

8.3   Set up prediction from melt curves

fromMelts = combineSpectra

cdMelt, intrMelt, ansMelt, lsMelt,

"Melts"

;

8.4   Set up prediction from transition temperatures

In this dataset, standardize as usual.

fromTTs = combineSpectra

{tts},

"Transition T's"

;

8.5   Set up prediction from transition regions (TR's)

Interpolate the spectra along the temperature dimension

startT = 10;

incrementT = .5;
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spectra = cdFiltered, ansFiltered, intrFiltered, lsFiltered;

spectra = operate

interpolate#, startT, incrementT&,

spectra,

{"Temperature"}

;

The dimensions of all of these arrays are Wavelength x Temperature x Formulation, and only the 

wavelength dimension varies between arrays.

dimInfo[spectra[[1]]]

Name Unit Length Scale

Technique 1 "CD"

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

Wavelength nm 56 205.,206., ... ,259.,260.

Temperature C 156 10.,10.5, ... ,87.,87.5

dimInfo[tts]

Name Unit Length Scale

Technique 4 "ANS Fl.","CD","Intr. Fl.","LS"

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

Transition type C 3 "Endset","Midpoint","Onset"
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Pick out the transition regions using transition temperatures

getRegions[spectra_dartArray, temperatures_dartArray, range_] :=

Module



formulation, transitionT, minT, maxT, incrementT,

newTempScale, out

,

formulation = positiondimensionspectra, "Formulation";

transitionT = selecttemperatures, "Formulation", formulation;

transitionT = datatransitionT[[1]];

minT, maxT = transitionT + range;

incrementT = startStopIncrementdimension[spectra, "Temperature"][[3]];

newTempScale = Rangerange[[1]], range[[2]], incrementT;

out = selectspectra, "Temperature", # >= minT&;

maxT = scaledimension[out, "Temperature"][[Length[newTempScale]]];

out = select[out, "Temperature", # <= maxT&];

out = replaceScale[out, "Temperature", newTempScale];

Return[out];

;

transitionTs = selecttts, "Transition type", "Midpoint";

transitionTs = dropSingletonstransitionTs, "Transition type";

transitionTs = operatemean, transitionTs, "Technique";

range = {-10, 10};

TRs = operate

getRegions#, transitionTs, range&,

spectra, "Temperature", "Wavelength", "Formulation",

threadDimensions->"Formulation"

;

Export a plot of the transition regions

p = operate[arrayPlot, TRs, {"Wavelength","Temperature"}];

p = merge[p];

p = selectp, "Formulation", {11,12,13};

p = operatetable[#, False, True]&, p, "Technique", "Formulation";
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(* browse[p] *)

exportPlot"transitionRegions", data[p];

Make predictor dataset

fromTransitionRegions = combineSpectra

TRs,

"Trans. Regions"

;

8.6   Set up prediction from all the techniques

fromAll =



fromSpectra, fromMelts, fromTTs,

fromTransitionRegions

;

fromAll = dropSingletonsfromAll, "Predictor";

fromAll = combineSpectrafromAll, "All predictors";

9   Leave-one-out cross validation

9.1   Make lists of prediction methods and predictors

predictionMethods = {leastSquares, "LSQ"}, rbfn, "RBFN";

predictors = 

fromSpectra, fromMelts,

fromTTs, fromTransitionRegions,fromAll

;
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9.2   Do cross validation, for each predictor and each prediction method

t0 = AbsoluteTime[];

allResults = {};

forEachmethod, predictionMethods,

methodFunction, methodName = method;

forEachpredictor, predictors,

(* Thread cross validation over the data,

even though the only dimension in the dataset other than Formulation and

Measurement is Predictor, and it's singleton for each array. Effectively,

operate[] is only used here in order to ignore the singleton dimension. *)

testResult = operate

leaveOneOut#, longTerm, methodFunction&,

predictor,

"Formulation", "Measurement"

;

(* Add a label for the prediction method *)

testResult = addSingletons

testResult,

newDimension["Method", "", methodName]

;

allResults = Append[allResults, testResult];

;

;

t1 = AbsoluteTime[];

Print[t1-t0, "s"];

334.1089036s

9.3   Merge cross validation results

allResults = merge[allResults];
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dimInfo[allResults]

Name Unit Length Scale

Method 2 "LSQ","RBFN"

Predictor 5 "All predictors","Low

T spectra","Melts","Transition

T's","Trans. Regions"

Formulation 16 11,12, ... ,25,26

original/predicted 2 "Leave one out prediction","Observed"

Measurement 19 "Chemical Stability

(%)","Log PC, 03 mo, >01um", ...

,"Turbidity, 20 mo","Turbidity, mean"

9.4   Get the likelihood of each cross validation run, using the Pearson 

correlation coefficient permutation test

pccSigma = operate

correlationSigma[#, 5000]&,

allResults,

"Formulation", "original/predicted"

;

Round to 2 digits of precision

pccSigma = dataFunctionRound[#, .1]&, pccSigma;

10   Plot results

10.1   Plot a histogram of the Pearson correlation coefficients for a 

prediction

x = selectallResults,

"Method", "LSQ",

"Predictor", "Melts",

"Measurement", "Chemical Stability (%)"

;
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p = datacorrelationSigma[x, 5000, True];

sig = datacorrelationSigma[x, 5000, False];

sig = Roundsig, .1;

p=Showp,

Frame->True,

ImageSize->half,

FrameStyle->DirectiveFontFamily->"Arial", fontSize, thickLine,

FrameLabel->"Pearson correlation coefficient ("

<> ToStringsig <> " sigma)","Count"



;

exportPlot"pccHistogram", p;

10.2   Make a table of the likelihoods, highlighting likelihoods > 3 sigma

tab = elementFunction

Style

ToString[#],

FontFamily->"Times",

Background-> If#≥3,

Green

,

If#≥2,

Yellow

,

White





&,

pccSigma

;

tab = operate

table,

tab,

"Measurement", "Predictor"

;

(* browse[tab] *)
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Export tables of likelihoods

p = data[select[tab, "Method", "LSQ"]][[1]];

exportPlot"LSLikelihoods", p;

p = data[select[tab, "Method", "RBFN"]][[1]];

exportPlot"RBFNLikelihoods", p;

10.3   Make correlation plots

makePlotLabel[array_] :=

positiondimension[array, "Measurement"] <> "\n" <>

positiondimensionarray, "Predictor" <> "; " <>

positiondimension[array, "Method"]

threadDims = "Measurement","Predictor","Method";

plots = operate

plotCorrelation[#, makePlotLabel[#], None]&,

allResults,

Join"original/predicted", "Formulation", threadDims,

threadDimensions->threadDims

;

browse[plots]

Measurement

Predictor

Method

Measurement: Chemical Stability (%)

Predictor: All predictors
Method: LSQ

60. 110.

Chemical Stability (%)
All predictors; LSQ
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10.4   Export correlation plots of best 16 fits

Make sure that the dimensions and dimension scale positions are in the same order in the array 

of plots and the array of correlation significances.  This only needs to be done since we're taking 

raw data from the arrays.

p = merge[plots]; (* This sorts the dimension scale positions *)

p = transposep, "Measurement", "Predictor", "Method";

c = mergepccSigma;

c = transposec, "Measurement", "Predictor", "Method";

p = Flatten[data[p]];

c = Flatten[data[c]];

ord = ReverseOrdering[c];

c = c[[ord]];

p = p[[ord]];

p = Take[p, 16];

cplots = p;

Export correlation plots

Fori=1, i<=Length[cplots], i++,

p = cplotsi;

letter = CharacterRange["A", "Z"]i;

p = Showp, ImageSize->72(*pointsinch*)*1.35(*inches*),

FrameStyle->DirectiveFontFamily->"Arial", 9, thickLine

;

p = inset[p, letter, {.08, .92}, Black];

exportPlot"bestFit" <> letter, p;

;
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